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Drift-magnetohydrodynamical model of error-field penetration
in tokamak plasmas
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A previously published magnetohydrodynamical �MHD� model of error-field penetration in
tokamak plasmas is extended to take drift-MHD physics into account. In particular, diamagnetic and
semicollisional effects are both fully incorporated into the analysis. The new model is used to
examine the scaling of the penetration threshold in ohmic tokamak plasmas. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2178167�
I. INTRODUCTION

Tokamak plasmas are invariably subject to small ampli-
tude, static, resonant magnetic perturbations—known as er-
ror fields—which are primarily generated by field-coil mis-
alignments and uncompensated coil feeds. Error fields can
drive magnetic reconnection, resulting in the formation of
locked magnetic islands, in intrinsically tearing-stable plas-
mas. Ohmic tokamak plasmas containing locked islands are
found to be exceptionally disruption prone. Fortunately,
error-field driven reconnection is strongly suppressed by the
naturally occurring mode rotation in ohmic plasmas. How-
ever, when the error-field amplitude rises above a certain
critical value, the rotation is suddenly arrested, and error-
field driven reconnection proceeds unhindered. This phe-
nomenon is known as error-field penetration. The scenario
outlined above has been observed in a number of tokamak
experiments.1–6

A model of error-field penetration has been developed
which is based on the premise that, prior to penetration, the
rotational suppression of error-field driven reconnection is
sufficiently strong that the plasma response is governed by
linear layer physics.7–9 This model seems to offer a coherent
explanation for the various experimental signatures of error-
field penetration, i.e. �i� the sudden appearance of a magnetic
signal on the locked-mode detector, with no rotating precur-
sor detected on the Mirnov coils; �ii� a simultaneous marked
reduction in the core plasma rotation; �iii� a simultaneous
degradation in the plasma confinement; �iv� a strong depen-
dence of the penetration threshold on the amplitudes of the
resonant components of the error field, and a lack of depen-
dence on the amplitudes of the nonresonant components; and
�v� a reproducible threshold given the same plasma equilib-
rium and the same error field. However, the model in ques-
tion is based on a magnetohydrodynamical �MHD� treatment
of the plasma. Strictly speaking, such a treatment is invalid
�even in ohmic discharges� in the high temperature plasmas
which occur in present-day tokamak experiments. As is well-
known, high temperature plasmas are far better modeled us-
ing the drift-MHD10 ordering. Hence, the aim of this paper is
to develop a drift-MHD version of the aforementioned model
of error-field penetration.

The principal modifications to MHD which arise in drift-

MHD theory are the appearance of diamagnetic flows, in
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addition to E�B flow, and the decoupling of the ion and
electron fluids on length scales below �s �the ion Larmor
radius calculated with the electron temperature�. We, there-
fore, wish to investigate whether the error-field penetration
threshold is substantially modified if the intrinsic mode rota-
tion is largely diamagnetic in nature �as may well be the case
in ohmic tokamak plasmas� instead of being solely due to
E�B flow. We also wish to examine to what extent the
threshold changes when the reconnecting layer width falls
below �s, and enters the so-called semicollisional regime11,12

�as is likely to occur in large ohmic tokamak plasmas�.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, working in

slab geometry, we derive the fundamental force balance
equation which controls error-field penetration. In Sec. III,
again working in slab geometry, we solve the equations
which control the response of the reconnecting layer to the
applied error field, and catalog all of the possible drift-MHD
response regimes. In Sec. IV, we apply the slab analysis out-
lined in Secs. II and III to the problem of determining the
error-field penetration threshold in ohmic tokamak plasmas,
and then investigate the scaling of the penetration threshold
thus obtained.

II. DERIVATION OF FORCE BALANCE EQUATION

A. Basic equations

Standard right-handed Cartesian coordinates �x ,y ,z� are
adopted. Consider a quasineutral plasma with singly charged
ions of mass mi. The ion/electron number density ne is as-
sumed to be uniform and constant. Suppose that Ti=�Te,
where Ti,e is the ion/electron temperature, and � is uniform
and constant. Let there be no variation of quantities in the z
direction, i.e., � /�z�0. Finally, let all lengths be normalized
to some convenient scale length l, all magnetic field
strengths to some convenient scale field strength Bl, and all
times to tl� l /Vl, where Vl=Bl /��0nemi.

We can write B=��� ẑ+ �B0+bz�ẑ, and P= P0−B0bz

+O�1�, where B is the magnetic field, and P the total plasma
pressure. Here, we are assuming that P0 and B0 are uniform,
and P0�B0�1, with � and bz both O�1�.13 Let �=�P0 /B0

2

be �� times� the plasma beta calculated with the “guide
field,” B0, where �=5/3 is the plasma ratio of specific heats.

Note that the above ordering scheme �which in tokamak ter-
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minology is a high poloidal beta ordering scheme� does not
constrain � �which in tokamak terminology is the toroidal
beta� to be either much less than or much greater than unity.

We adopt the reduced, two-dimensional �2D�, drift-
MHD equations derived in Ref. 13,

��

�t
= �	 − Z,�� + 
J , �1�

�Z

�t
= �	,Z� + c�

2�Vz,�� + d�
2�J,�� + c�

2
Y , �2�

�U

�t
= �	,U� −

�

2
��2�	,Z� + �U,Z� + �Y,	�� + �J,��

+ �i�
2�U + �Y� , �3�

�Vz

�t
= �	,Vz� + �Z,�� + �i�

2Vz, �4�

where J=1+�2�, U=�2	, and Y =�2Z. Here, c�

=�� / �1+��, d�=c�di /�1+�, Z=dibz / �1+��, di

= �mi /nee
2�0�1/2 / l, and �A ,B�=�A��B · ẑ. The guiding-

center velocity is written V=�	� ẑ+di�c� /d��2Vzẑ. More-
over, 
 is the �uniform� plasma resistivity, �i the �uniform�
ion viscosity, and di the normalized collisionless ion skin
depth. Finally, � is the magnetic flux function, Z is propor-
tional to the perturbed plasma pressure, 	 is the guiding-
center stream function, and Vz is the �normalized� ion veloc-
ity in the z direction.

Note that, in adapting the above equations from Ref. 13,
we have neglected electron viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity, for the sake of simplicity. Note also that the transport
coefficient �i, appearing in these equations, is phenomeno-
logical in nature, and is supposed to represent the anomalous
transport of momentum across magnetic flux surfaces due to
small-scale plasma turbulence. Equations �1�–�4� contain
both electron and ion diamagnetic effects, including the con-
tribution of the anisotropic ion gyroviscous tensor, but ne-
glect electron inertia. Our equations are “reduced” in the
sense that they do not contain the compressible Alfvén wave.
However, they do contain the shear-Alfvén wave, the mag-
netoacoustic wave, and the whistler/kinetic-Alfvén wave.

B. Initial plasma equilibrium

Suppose that the plasma is periodic in the y direction,
with period L, and is bounded by perfectly conducting walls
at x= ±1. The initial plasma equilibrium takes the form
��0��x�=−x2 /2, Z�0��x�=−V*x / �1+��, 	�0��x�=−V0x, and
U�0��x�=Vz

�0��x�=0. This is a tearing-stable equilibrium, with
the uniform y-directed E�B velocity V0, and the uniform
y-directed ion and electron diamagnetic velocities V*i

=�V* / �1+�� and V*e=−V* / �1+��, respectively. Here, V*
�V*i−V*e is the total diamagnetic velocity.
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C. Error field

The error field is generated by applying equal and oppo-
site, x-directed, periodic displacements, ��t�sin�ky�, to the
conducting walls, where k=2� /L. The appropriate boundary
condition on � is simply

��±1,y,t� = −
1

2
+ ��t� sin�ky� . �5�

In the following, ��t� is assumed to be either static, or very
slowly varying, as is appropriate for an error field.

D. Asymptotic matching

Throughout most of the plasma, the response to the ap-
plied error field is determined by the equations of marginally
stable, ideal-MHD.14 This region is termed the outer region.
Marginally stable, ideal-MHD breaks down in a thin layer,
centered on x=0, which is termed the inner region.

In the outer region, the vorticity equation. �3� reduces to
��2� ,��	0. Linearizing this equation, assuming a sin�ky�
dependence of perturbed quantities in the y direction, we
obtain

�2�̃

�x2 − k2�̃ 	 0 �6�

in the outer region, where 
 denotes a perturbed quantity.

The boundary conditions are �̃�−x , t�= �̃�x , t�, from symme-

try, and �̃�±1, t�=��t�. The most general solution to Eq. �6�
takes the form

�̃�x,t� = �t��cosh kx −
sinh k�x�
tanh k

 + ��t�
sinh k�x�
sinh k

, �7�

where �t� is the perturbed magnetic flux at the edge of the
inner region �which equals the reconnected flux in a
constant-� regime�. The parameter

� = � � ln �

�x
�

0−

0+

�8�

measures the strength of the current sheet induced in the
inner region. Asymptotic matching between the inner and
outer regions yields

�t� =
Esw��t�

�− Ess� + ��t�
, �9�

where Ess=−2k / tanh k, and Esw=2k / sinh k. Note that Ess

�0 is the conventional tearing stability index.14

E. Electromagnetic force

The mean electromagnetic force �density� acting on the
plasma in the y direction takes the form

fy = −
k

2
Im� �2�̃

�x2 �̃* . �10�

It is clear, from Eq. �6�, that zero mean force is exerted on
the plasma in the outer region. The net mean force exerted on

the inner region is written
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FEMy = �
0−

0+

fy dx = −
k

2
Im�����2. �11�

F. Modified EÃB velocity profile

Now, we do not expect the applied error field to signifi-
cantly change the equilibrium electron/ion diamagnetic ve-
locity profiles, i.e., we do not expect a change in the equilib-
rium plasma pressure gradient. However, the error field is
free to modify the equilibrium E�B velocity profile �by
exerting electromagnetic forces on the plasma�. In fact, the
steady-state perturbed velocity profile takes the form

Vy
�0���x� = V0 + �V − V0��1 − �x�� , �12�

where V is the modified E�B velocity at x=0. The above
velocity profile is consistent with an error-field induced elec-
tromagnetic force which is localized around x=0, and bound-
ary conditions which effectively prevent the equilibrium
electric field at the edge of the plasma from changing.7

G. Viscous force

The net y-directed viscous force acting on the inner re-
gion in a steady state is given by

FVSy = �i�dVy
�0��

dx
�

0−

0+

= 2�i�V0 − V� . �13�

H. Force balance

In a steady state, zero net force acts on the inner region
in the y direction. It follows that

FEMy + FVSy = 0, �14�

or

k

2
�Esw��2 Im���

��− Ess� + ��2
= 2�i�V0 − V� . �15�

I. Normalized force balance equation

Let Q= �k /
�1/3V, Q0= �k /
�1/3V0, �̂= �
 /k�1/3�, �
= �k /
�1/2Esw�, �= �
 /k�1/3�−Ess�, and P=�i /
. The nor-
malized force balance equation becomes

Im��̂�Q��

�� + �̂�Q��2
=

4P�Q0 − Q�
�2 . �16�

To make further progress, we need to evaluate �̂�Q�.
This information can only be obtained from nonideal layer
physics.

III. DRIFT-MHD LAYER PHYSICS

A. Introduction

Suppose that the error field is quasistatic, so that ��t�
	�0. Linearizing Eqs. �1�–�4�, assuming an exp�iky� depen-
dence of perturbed quantities in the y direction, normalizing,

and taking the limits � /�t=0 and �x � �1, we obtain
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i�Q − Qe��̃ = iX�	̃ − Z̃� +
d2�̃

dX2 , �17�

iQZ̃ = iQe	̃ + iD2X
d2�̃

dX2 + ic�
2XṼz + c�

2 d2Z̃

dX2 , �18�

i�Q − Qi�
d2	̃

dX2 = iX
d2�̃

dX2 + P
d4�	̃ + �Z̃�

dX4 , �19�

iQṼz = − iQe�̃ + iXZ̃ + P
d2Ṽz

dX2 , �20�

where X= �k /
�1/3x, D= �k /
�1/3d�, and Qi,e=−�k /
�1/3V*i,e.
Asymptotic matching to the outer region yields the boundary
condition �see Eqs. �7� and �8��

�̃�X� → �1 +
�̂

2
�X� + O�X2�� �21�

as �X � →�.

B. Fourier transformation

Let

	̄�p� = �
−�

�

	̃�X�e+ipXdX , �22�

etc. The Fourier transformed layer equations become

i�Q − Qe��̄ =
d�	̄ − Z̄�

dp
− p2�̄ , �23�

iQZ̄ = iQe	̄ − D2d�p2�̄�
dp

+ c�
2 dV̄z

dp
− c�

2 p2Z̄ , �24�

i�Q − Qi�p2	̄ =
d�p2�̄�

dp
− Pp4�	̄ + �Z̄� , �25�

iQV̄z = − iQe�̄ +
dZ̄

dp
− Pp2V̄z, �26�

where

	̄�p� → 	̄0� �̂

�

1

p
+ 1 + O�p�� �27�

as p→0.

C. Layer equation

Let us ignore the term c�
2dV̄z /dp in Eq. �24�. This ap-

proximation can be verified a posteriori. Equations �23�–�26�

reduce to
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d

dp
� p2

i�Q − Qe� + p2

dY

dp
�

− � − Q�Q − Qi� + i�Q − Qi��P + c�
2�p2 + c�

2 Pp4

i�Q − Qe� + �c�
2 + i�Q − Qi�D2�p2 + �1 + ��PD2p4�

�p2Y = 0, �28�

where

Y

= � i�Q − Qe� + �c�
2 + i�Q − Qi�D2�p2 + �1 + ��PD2p4

iQ + c�
2 p2 + �PD2p4 �	̄ .

�29�

The boundary conditions are that Y�p� is bounded as p→�,
and

Y�p� → Y0� �̂

�p
+ 1 + O�p�� �30�

as p→0. This is sufficient to uniquely determine �̂�Q�. In
general, we can find analytic solutions to Eq. �28�, which are
well-behaved as p→�, and satisfy Eq. �30� as p→0, by one
of two different methods. The first method, outlined in Sec.
III D, is a two-step matching process that generates a class of
solutions which satisfies the constant-� approximation.14 The
second method, outlined in Sec. III F, is a one-step matching
process that generates a class of nonconstant-� solutions. In
the following, we assume that �Q−Qe � 
�Q−Qi � 
�Q�, and
�
O�1�, for the sake of simplicity.

D. Constant-� approximation

Let there be two layers in p space. In the small-p layer,
suppose that Eq. �28� reduces to

d

dp
� p2

i�Q − Qe� + p2

dY

dp
 	 0 �31�

when p
Q1/2. Integrating directly, we find

Y�p� 	 Y0� �̂

�
�1

p
−

p

i�Q − Qe�
 + 1 + O�p2�� �32�

for p�O�Q1/2�. This approximation, which is equivalent to
the well-known constant-� approximation,14 is valid pro-
vided

Q3�1 + P�
1 + D2Q�1 + P�

� 1. �33�

In the large-p layer, for p�Q1/2, we obtain

d2Y

dp2

− � − Q�Q − Qi� + i�Q − Qi��P + c�
2�p2 + c�

2 Pp4

i�Q − Qe� + �c�
2 + i�Q − Qi�D2�p2 + �1 + ��PD2p4�

�p2Y 	 0, �34�

with Y�p� bounded as p→�. Asymptotic matching to the

small-p layer yields the boundary condition
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Y�p� 	 Y0�1 −
�̂

�i�Q − Qe�
p + O�p2�� �35�

as p→0.
In the various constant-� regimes considered below, Eq.

�34� reduces to an equation of the form

d2Y

dp2 − CpmY 	 0, �36�

where m is real and non-negative, and C is some complex
constant. Let Y =�pG and z=�Cpn /n, where n= �m+2� /2.
The above equation transforms into a modified Bessel equa-
tion of general order,

z2d2G

dz2 + z
dG

dz
− �z2 + �2�G = 0, �37�

with �=1/ �m+2�. The solution which is bounded as z→�
has the small-z expansion15

K��z� =
1

��1 − ��
�2

z
�

−
1

��1 + ��� z

2
�

+ O�z2−�� . �38�

A comparison of the above expression with Eq. �35� yields

�̂ = �i�Q − Qe�
��1 − ��

����
�2�−1C�. �39�

Note, finally, that p*
C−�, where p* denotes the width of the
large-p layer in p space.

E. Constant-� regimes

Suppose that Q�c�
2 p2 and Q� Pp2. Equation �34� re-

duces to

d2Y

dp2 − � iQ�Q − Qi�
�Q − Qe� + �Q − Qi�D2p2�p2Y 	 0. �40�

In the limit 1�D2p2, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and �40� yield

�̂�Q� =
2���3/4�

��1/4�
�iQ�1/4�i�Q − Qi��1/4�i�Q − Qe��3/4.

�41�

We shall refer to this as the first resistive-inertial �RIi�
regime,8,14,16 since the plasma response is dominated by re-
sistivity and ion inertia. In the limit 1�D2p2, �36�, �39�, and
�40� give

�̂�Q� = �
�iQ�1/2�i�Q − Qe��

D
. �42�

We shall refer to this as the second semicollisional �SCii�
regime.

Suppose that Q�c�
2 p2 and Q� Pp2. Equation �34� re-

duces to

d2Y

dp2 −
i�Q − Qi�c�

2 p2

c�
2 + i�Q − Qi�D2Y 	 0. �43�

2
In the limit Q� �c� /D� , Eqs. �36�, �39�, and �43� yield
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�̂�Q� =
2���3/4�

��1/4�
�i�Q − Qi��1/4�i�Q − Qe�� . �44�

We shall refer to this as the second resistive-inertial �RIii�
regime. In the limit Q� �c� /D�2, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and �43�
give

�̂�Q� =
2���3/4�

��1/4�
�i�Q − Qe��

c�
1/2

D1/2 . �45�

We shall refer to this as the second Hall-resistive �HRii�
regime, since the plasma response is dominated by resistivity
and the Hall term.

Suppose that Q�c�
2 p2 and Q� Pp2. Equation �34� re-

duces to

d2Y

dp2 −
i�Q − Qi�Pp4

i�Q − Qe� + �1 + ��PD2p4Y 	 0. �46�

In the limit Q� PD2p4, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and �46� yield

�̂�Q� =
62/3���5/6�

��1/6�
�i�Q − Qi��1/6�i�Q − Qe��5/6P1/6.

�47�

We shall refer to this as the first visco-resistive �VRi�
regime,8 since the plasma response is dominated by viscosity
and resistivity. In the limit Q� PD2p4, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and

�46� give

duces to
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�̂�Q� = �
�i�Q − Qi��1/2�i�Q − Qe��

D�1 + �
. �48�

We shall refer to this as the first semicollisional �SCi�
regime.11,12

Suppose that Q�c�
2 p2 and Q� Pp2. Equation �34� re-

duces to

d2Y

dp2 −
c�

2 Pp4

c�
2 + �1 + ��PD2p2Y 	 0. �49�

In the limit c�
2 � PD2p2, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and �49� yield

�̂�Q� =
62/3���5/6�

��1/6�
�i�Q − Qe��P1/6. �50�

We shall refer to this as the second visco-resistive �VRii�
regime. Finally, in the limit c�

2 � PD2p2, Eqs. �36�, �39�, and
�49� give

�̂�Q� =
2���3/4�

��1/4�
�i�Q − Qe��

c�
1/2

�1 + ��1/4D1/2 . �51�

We shall refer to this as the first Hall-resistive �HRi� regime.

F. Nonconstant-� regimes

1/2
Suppose that p�Q . In this limit, Eq. �28� yields
d

dp
�p2dY

dp
 − � i�Q − Qe��− Q�Q − Qi� + i�Q − Qi��P + c�

2�p2 + c�
2 Pp4�

i�Q − Qe� + �c�
2 + i�Q − Qi�D2�p2 + �1 + ��PD2p4 �p2Y 	 0. �52�
In the various nonconstant-� regimes considered below,
Eq. �52� reduces to

d

dp
�p2dY

dp
 − Cpm+2Y 	 0, �53�

where m is real and non-negative, and C is a complex con-
stant. Let G= pY. The above equation transforms to

d2G

dp2 − CpmG 	 0. �54�

This equation is identical in form to Eq. �36�, which we have
already solved. Indeed, the solution which is bounded as p
→� has the small-p expansion �38�, where z=�Cpn /n, and
n= �m+2� /2. The layer width in p space again scales as p*


C−�. Matching to Eq. �30� yields

�̂ = − �
����

��1 − ��
�1−2�C−�, �55�

where �=1/ �m+2�.
Suppose that Q�c�

2 p2 ,QD2p2 , PD2p4. Equation �52� re-
d2G

dp2 − i�Q − Qi��iQ + Pp2�G 	 0. �56�

In the limit Q� Pp2, Eqs. �53�, �55�, and �56� give

�̂�Q� = −
�

2

��1/4�
��3/4�

�i�Q − Qi��−1/4P−1/4. �57�

We shall refer to this as the visco-inertial �VI� regime,8 since
the plasma response is dominated by viscosity and ion iner-
tia. In the limit Q� Pp2, Eqs. �53�, �55�, and �56� yield

�̂�Q� = −
�

�iQ�1/2�i�Q − Qi��1/2 . �58�

We shall refer to this as the inertial �I� regime,8,16 since the
plasma response is dominated by ion inertia. Note that the
plasma response in the inertial regime is equivalent to that of
two closely spaced Alfvén resonances which straddle the

17
resonant surface.
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G. Summary

The various linear drift-MHD response regimes for a
static error field are listed in Table I. By replacing p with p*

in all of the validity criteria listed above, it is possible to
determine the extents of these response regimes in Q–P
space—the results are illustrated in Figs. 1–3. It can be seen
that as the drift parameter, D, increases, the familiar MHD,
constant-� response regimes �modified by diamagnetism�—
i.e., the RI and VR regimes8—are gradually replaced by
completely new drift-MHD, constant-� regimes—i.e., the

TABLE I. Linear drift-MHD response regimes for a static error field. The
abbreviations indicate the various different response regimes: HRi—first
Hall-resistive; HRii—second Hall-resistive; SCi—first semicollisional;
SCii—second semicollisional; RIi—first resistive-inertial; RIii—second
resistive-inertial; VRi—first visco-resistive; VRii—second visco-resistive;

VI—visco-inertial; I—inertial. Here, �̂= �
 /k�1/3�, Q= �k /
�1/3V, Qi,e

=−�k /
�1/3V*i,e, D= �k /
�1/3d�, and P=�i /
.

Abbreviation Response
Layer width,

p*

HRi �̂=2.124�i�Q−Qe��c�
1/2D−1/2�1+��−1/4 D1/2c�

−1/2

HRii �̂=2.124�i�Q−Qe��c�
1/2D−1/2 D1/2c�

−1/2

SCi �̂=3.142�i�Q−Qi��1/2�i�Q−Qe��D−1�1+��−1/2 DQ−1/2

SCii �̂=3.142�iQ�1/2�i�Q−Qe��D−1 DQ−1/2

RIi �̂=2.124�iQ�1/4�i�Q−Qi��1/4�i�Q−Qe��3/4 Q−1/4

RIii �̂=2.124�i�Q−Qi��1/4�i�Q−Qe�� Q−1/4

VRi �̂=2.104�i�Q−Qi��1/6�i�Q−Qe��5/6P1/6 P−1/6

VRii �̂=2.104�i�Q−Qe��P1/6 P−1/6

VI �̂=−4.647�i�Q−Qi��−1/4P−1/4 Q−1/4P−1/4

I �̂=−3.142�iQ�−1/2�i�Q−Qi��−1/2 Q−1

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the linear drift-MHD response regimes in
Q–P space for the case D�c�

1/3. Here, Q= �k /
�1/3V, P=�i /
, and D
= �k /
�1/3d�. The various regimes are the first Hall-resistive �HRi�, first
semicollisional �SCi�, first resistive-inertial �RIi�, second resistive-inertial
�RIii�, first visco-resistive �VRi�, second visco-resistive �VRii�, visco-

inertial �VI�, and inertial �I�.
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HR and SC regimes. Note that the reconnecting layer width
falls below d� �which is equivalent to �s in a low-� plasma�
in both these new regimes.

IV. APPLICATION TO TOKAMAKS

A. Introduction

In this section, we shall discuss the application of the
slab analysis presented in the preceding sections to the prob-
lem of determining the error-field penetration threshold in a
large aspect ratio, low beta, ohmically heated, tokamak
plasma. In the following, we shall assume that ��Ti /Te=0,
for the sake of simplicity. This implies that V*i=0 and V*e

FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the linear drift-MHD response regimes in
Q–P space for the case c�

1/3�D�1. Here, Q= �k /
�1/3V, P=�i /
, and D
= �k /
�1/3d�. The various regimes are the first Hall-resistive �HRi�, second
Hall-resistive �HRii�, first semicollisional �SCi�, second semicollisional
�SCii�, first resistive-inertial �RIi�, second resistive-inertial �RIii�, first visco-
resistive �VRi�, second visco-resistive �VRii�, visco-inertial �VI�, and iner-
tial �I�.

FIG. 3. A schematic diagram of the linear drift-MHD response regimes in
Q–P space for the case D�1. Here, Q= �k /
�1/3V, P=�i /
, and D
= �k /
�1/3d�. The various regimes are the first Hall-resistive �HRi�, second
Hall-resistive �HRii�, first semicollisional �SCi�, second semicollisional
�SCii�, second resistive-inertial �RIii�, second visco-resistive �VRii�, visco-

inertial �VI�, and inertial �I�.
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=−V*. Note, however, that none of the results obtained in
this section would change radically were � nonzero.

Consider a large aspect ratio, low beta, tokamak plasma
with approximately circular flux surfaces. Let R0 and a be
the major and minor radii of the plasma, respectively. To a
good approximation, the plasma can be treated as a periodic
cylinder with period 2�R0. Adopting standard cylindrical co-
ordinates, �r ,� ,z�, and simulated toroidal coordinates,
�r ,� ,	�, where 	=z /R0, the equilibrium magnetic field
takes the form �0,B��r� ,B	�, where B	 plays the role of the
guide field. Suppose that the error field is helical, with m
periods in the poloidal direction, and n periods in the toroidal
direction. The error field resonates with the plasma at the
rational flux surface, radius rs, where mB��rs� /rs−nB	 /R0

=0.
It is convenient to specify the scale length, scale mag-

netic field strength, and scale time introduced in Sec. II A as
follows: l=rs, Bl=s�rs�B��rs�, tl=m�H. Here, s�r�
= �d ln q /d ln r�rs

is the magnetic shear at the rational sur-
face, and q�r�=rB	 /R0B��r� is the safety-factor profile. The
characteristic hydromagnetic, resistive, and viscous time
scales are defined: �H=R0��0��rs� / �ns�rs�B	�, �R

=�0rs
2 /
�rs�, and �V=rs

2��rs� /��rs�, respectively. Here, � is
the plasma mass density. Finally, the Lundquist and magnetic
Prandtl numbers take the form: S=�R /�H, and P=�R /�V, re-
spectively.

Using the above definitions, we can identify the follow-
ing correspondences between slab and tokamak quantities:
k /
→S, k /�→S / P, V→��H, V0→�0�H, V*→�*�H. Here,
� is the �angular� oscillation frequency of an m ,n mode
comoving with the E�B frame at the rational surface �as
seen in the lab frame�, �0 is the value of � in the absence of
an error field, and �* is the electron diamagnetic frequency
at the rational surface. Furthermore, the parameter � is the
conventional plasma beta evaluated at the rational surface
�taking �=1, for the sake of simplicity�. Finally, given that
��1, the parameter d� reduces to �s�rs� /rs, where �s is the
ion Larmor radius calculated using the electron temperature.

We also have Q→S1/3��H, Q0→S1/3�0�H, Qi→0, Qe

→S1/3�*�H, D→S1/3�s /rs, �→S−1/3�−rs�s��, and �
→S1/2�2/s�rs���br�rs� /B��rs��. Here, �s� is the conventional
tearing stability index of the m ,n mode, and br�r� the
vacuum radial magnetic perturbation associated with the er-
ror field �i.e., the magnetic perturbation in the absence of
plasma�.

B. Torque balance

The slab force balance equation �16� is transformed into
the following toroidal torque balance equation:7,8

Im��̂�Q��

�� + �̂�Q��2
=

4P�Q0 − Q�
��2 . �59�
Here,
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� = 2�
rs

a ��rs�
��r�

dr

r
�B��rs�

B	
�2

�60�

is a slab-to-tokamak correction factor. This factor arises,
first, because the global viscous diffusion equation has
slightly different forms in slab and cylindrical geometry, and,
second, because a tokamak plasma is subject to strong poloi-
dal flow damping which effectively eliminates the poloidal
contributions to the mode frequency and electromagnetic
torque, leaving the much smaller toroidal contributions.7,8 It
is convenient to rewrite the torque balance equation as

Im��̂�Q��

�� + �̂�Q��2
=

2P�Q0 − Q�
S�̂�br�rs�/B	�2 , �61�

where �̂= �2/s�rs��2�rs

a ���rs� /��r���dr /r�.

C. Error-field penetration thresholds

We generally expect S�1 in a high temperature toka-
mak plasma. Moreover, �rs�s� � 
O�1�, assuming that the
plasma m ,n mode is a �stable� tearing mode. It therefore
follows that ��S−1/3�−rs�s���1. Hence, it is a good ap-
proximation to neglect � in the above torque balance equa-
tion. The error-field penetration threshold corresponds to the
critical error-field amplitude above which torque balance is
lost, i.e., the approximated torque balance equation has no
solution.7,8 It follows that

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit

2

= max� 2P�Q0 − Q�

S�̂ Im�− �̂�Q�−1�
� , �62�

where the maximum is obtained by varying Q.

D. Penetration thresholds in ohmic tokamak plasmas
due to EÃB rotation

Suppose that the natural rotation of the m ,n mode is
entirely due to E�B rotation at the rational surface �i.e.,
there is no diamagnetic component�. This implies that �*

=0. Now, we do not expect the flow in an ohmically heated
tokamak plasma to be sufficiently large that the error-field
response regime violates the constant-� approximation.7,8

We also expect that P�1.7,8 It follows, from Sec. III G, that
the three most likely error-field response regimes are the first
visco-resistive �VRi� regime, the first semicollisional �SCi�
regime, and the first Hall-resistive �HRi� regime—see Table
I. According to Fig. 2, the VRi regime holds when D2P1/3

�Q, the SCi regime holds when c�D�Q�D2P1/3, and the
HRi regime holds when Q�c�D.

It follows, from Table I and Eq. �62�, that error-field
penetration occurs in the VRi regime when the natural mode
rotation frequency is reduced to 1/2 of its original value, and

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,VRi

=
1.03

�̂1/2 ��0�H�S−1/6P7/12. �63�

This regime is valid provided ��s /rs�2S1/3P1/3��0�H.
Error-field penetration occurs in the SCi regime when

the natural mode rotation frequency is reduced to 3/5 of its

original value, and
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�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,SCi

=
1.29

�̂1/2 ��0�H�5/4S−1/4P1/2��s/rs�−1/2. �64�

This regime is valid provided ����s /rs���0�H

� ��s /rs�2S1/3P1/3.
Finally, error-field penetration occurs in the HRi regime

when the natural mode rotation frequency is reduced to 1/2
of its original value, and

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,HRi

=
1.03

�̂1/2 ��0�H�S−1/4P1/2��s/rs�−1/4�1/8.

�65�

This regime is valid provided �0�H�����s /rs�.

E. Penetration thresholds in ohmic tokamak plasmas
due to diamagnetic rotation

Suppose, as is somewhat more realistic, that the natural
rotation of the m ,n mode is entirely due to diamagnetic ro-
tation at the rational surface �i.e., there is no E�B compo-
nent�. This implies that �0=0.

It follows, from Table I and Eq. �62�, that error-field
penetration occurs in the VRi regime when the natural mode
rotation frequency is reduced to 7/12 of its original value,
and

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,VRi

=
1.11

�̂1/2 ��*�H�S−1/6P7/12. �66�

This regime is valid provided ��s /rs�2S1/3P1/3��*�H.
Error-field penetration occurs in the SCi regime, when

the natural mode rotation frequency is reduced to 3/5 of its
original value, and

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,SCi

=
1.29

�̂1/2 ��*�H�5/4S−1/4P1/2��s/rs�−1/2. �67�

This regime is valid provided ����s /rs���*�H

� ��s /rs�2S1/3P1/3.
Finally, error-field penetration occurs in the HRi regime

when the natural mode rotation frequency is reduced to 1/2
of its original value, and

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,HRi

=
1.03

�̂1/2 ��*�H�S−1/4P1/2��s/rs�−1/4�1/8.

�68�

This regime is valid provided �*�H�����s /rs�.
It can be seen, by comparing the results of this section

with those of the preceding one, that it makes little difference
to the penetration threshold whether the natural mode fre-
quency is due to E�B or diamagnetic rotation. Hence, in the
following, we shall employ the expressions for the penetra-
tion threshold occurring in Sec. IV D, with the understanding
that the natural frequency, �0, represents the unperturbed
mode frequency at the rational surface, and can be made up

of both diamagnetic and E�B components.
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F. Scaling of ohmic penetration thresholds

The parameters appearing in Eqs. �63�–�65� are not di-
rectly measurable in tokamak experiments. However, we can
easily express them in terms of the standard dimensionless
parameters: �*��s /R0
Te

1/2 / �R0B	�, �
neTe /B	
2 , and �*


neR0 /Te
2. Here, Te is the electron temperature. The colli-

sionality parameter �* is the ratio of the typical electron-ion
collision frequency to the transit frequency �i.e., the number
of times per second a typical electron executes a toroidal
circuit of the plasma�. The parameters appearing in Eqs.
�63�–�65� can also be expressed in terms of the engineering
parameters: ne, Te, B	, and R0.

Consider a class of ohmically heated tokamak plasmas in
which the aspect ratio, R0 /a, and the equilibrium profiles are
held fixed. By definition, �*�H
Te

�ne / �R0B	
2 �, S


B	Te
3/2R0 /�ne, and P
R0

2Te
3/2 /�M. Here, the parallel resis-

tivity is assumed to obey the classical Spitzer formula, and
�M is the momentum confinement time. It immediately fol-
lows, by inspection of the various powers of Te, B	, etc., that
�*�H
�1/2�*, S
�1/2 / ��*�*

2�, and P
� / �B	�M�*�*
3�.

Let us assume, as seems plausible, that the natural mode
frequency, �0, scales like the diamagnetic frequency, �*. We
shall also assume, with considerably less justification, that
the momentum confinement time, �M, scales like the energy
confinement time, �E.7 For an ohmically heated tokamak, we
can balance the ohmic heating rate against the energy loss
rate. It follows that B	�E
B	�M 
�*

−3�*
−1�2. This relation

can be used to eliminate �M from P
� / �B	�M�*�*
3�, yield-

ing P
�−1.
In terms of dimensionless parameters, the error-field

penetration threshold is found to scale as

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,VRi


 �*
4/3�*

1/6�−1/6, �69�

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,SCi


 �*
5/4�*

1/4, �70�

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,HRi


 �*
5/4�*

1/4, �71�

in the first visco-resistive, first semicollisional, and first Hall-
resistive regimes, respectively.

In terms of engineering parameters, the penetration
threshold is found to scale as

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,VRi


 Te
1/6B	

−1R0
−7/6, �72�

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,SCi


 ne
1/4Te

1/8B	
−5/4R0

−1, �73�

�br�rs�
B	

�
crit,HRi


 ne
1/4Te

1/8B	
−5/4R0

−1. �74�

As is easily demonstrated, the theoretical scaling of the pen-
etration threshold with engineering parameters is of the gen-
eral form �br�rs� /B	�crit
ne

�nTe
�TB	

�BR0
�R, where �R=2�n
+0.5�T+1.25�B.
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Experimentally,6 the error-field penetration threshold is
found to increase approximately linearly with electron num-
ber density. The above scalings, which are all fairly similar
to one another, exhibit a significantly weaker than linear in-
crease with electron number density �unless Te increases
very rapidly with increasing ne�. The theoretical scalings also
exhibit a fairly strong, approximately linear decrease with
increasing toroidal magnetic field strength. This scaling is
consistent with experimental data obtained from DIII-D,
JET, and Alcator C-Mod.6 The scaling of the penetration
threshold with the plasma major radius is not directly mea-
sured in experiments, but is, instead, inferred from the ob-
served scalings with electron density and toroidal magnetic
field strength via dimensional analysis. Hence, if there is
agreement between prediction and experiment on the scaling
of the penetration threshold with electron number density
and toroidal magnetic field strength, then there will also be
agreement on the scaling with plasma major radius. Unfor-
tunately, the predicted and experimental scalings of the pen-
etration threshold with the electron number density are in
disagreement.

V. SUMMARY

The MHD model of error-field penetration in tokamak
plasmas presented in Refs. 7–9 has been extended to take
drift-MHD physics into account. Diamagnetic and semicolli-
sional �i.e., the layer width falling below �s� effects are both
found to modify the penetration threshold. However, these
modifications are not particularly dramatic.12

The extended model has been used to examine the scal-
ing of the error-field penetration threshold in ohmic tokamak
plasmas. In order to perform a scaling study, it is necessary
to make some assumptions regarding the scaling of the natu-
ral frequency of tearing modes in the plasma, and that of the
plasma momentum confinement time scale. The scaling of
the penetration threshold thus obtained is found to be fairly
close to that previously obtained from MHD.8 In general, the
predicted scalings are not entirely in accordance with the
scaling of the penetration threshold measured in experi-
ments. The predicted scalings generally exhibit too slow an
increase of the penetration threshold with increasing electron
number density, but about the right decrease with increasing
toroidal magnetic field strength.

The lack of agreement between the predicted and experi-
mental penetration threshold scalings may be due to incor-

rect assumptions regarding the scalings of the natural mode
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frequency and the momentum confinement time scale. Alter-
nately, this lack of agreement may indicate that more physics
needs to be added to the model. For instance, neoclassical
flow-damping is known to give rise to a large enhancement
of ion inertia.18 Such an enhancement would shift the bound-
aries of the various linear response regimes �see the figures�,
which could modify the penetration threshold. Neoclassical
effects also allow nonresonant components of an error field
to exert a slowing-down torque on the plasma, thus affecting
the penetration threshold.19 Both these effects will be inves-
tigated in future publications.
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